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The British Antarctic Survey (BAS), Bryd Polar Research Cen-
ter, University of Washington (UW), and the Polar Ice Coring
Office have been pursuing a cooperative program to obtain

paleoclimate data using ice cores from near latitude 70 S in die
Antarctic Peninsula (Thompson et al. 1989). To continue this
work BAS and UW personnel visited two sites in the 1991-192
field season to make measurements related to the ice coring.

Our primary effort was made at the site of ice coring carried
out in 1989-1990 on the crest of the Dyer Plateau (7040' S 6450'
W) and include the following:
• Resurvey of the marker network around the core site;
• Relocation of markers in a core hole for vertical strain;
• Radio echo sounding to increase spatial sampling close to the
core site;
• Temperature logging of the core hole; and
• Snow sampling.
We report on aspects of the first two.

Figure 1 shows the surface and bed topography determined
from geodetic surveys of markers, transit satellite locations,
barometric leveling between markers, and radio echo sounding
traverses (see Raymond and Weertman 1990, figure 1, for a more
detailed description of traverses). We found surface velocity by
comparison of coordinates from 1989-1990 and 1991-1992 geo-
detic surveys. We removed rigid displacement indeterminacy by
assuming that the marker closest to the summit of the local dome
did not move and that a second marker on the divide crest moved
only parallel to the divide. These constraints are consistent with

-

Figure 1. Distributions of surface and bed elevation. Contour interval for the surface map Is 5 meters. Line segments show velocity magnitude
and direction downslope.
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available transit satellite locations of four markers over a two-to
three-year period, but the accuracy of the satellite locations is not
sufficient for close constraint of the rigid motion. Surface eleva-
tion at the principal core site on the dome is 2,002 meters. The ice
depth is 365 meters. Two dimensional surface flow divergence at
this location is (1.9 ± 0.2) 10 a1.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of vertical velocity over depth
found by relocation of metal bands that were injected into one of
the holes at the principal core site in 1989-1990 with methods
adapted from Rogers and LaChapelle (1974). We completed the
measurements to a depth of 200 meters. The band-detecting
probe could not be lowered to the bottom of the core hole (235
meters) because of hole closure over the two-year interval since
the hole was drilled. Comparison of the vertical velocity with
annual layer thickness in the ice cores will provide a direct test for
time changes in the ice dynamics and accumulation rate in the
p*st. On the basis of the assumption of steady state and the
n easured density profile (Thompson personal communication),
tl e vertical motion can be partitioned into compactive and dy-
n mic components which come from densification and flow
d vergence, respectively. The dynamic strain rate deduced in this
way at the surface is consistent with the independently measured
horizontal flow divergence. The dynamic strain rate is relatively
independent of depth over the range of measurement 0 to 200
n Leters, which covers much of the full thickness of 365 meters. The
n teasured pattern is quite different from theoretical predictions
of vertical motion, which give substantial gradient in vertical
sl rain rate in the central part of the ice thickness (Raymond 1983;
P eh 1988). The reason for the discrepancy is not known with

certainty. It may arise from the location of the core site over the
sharp summit of a ridge in the bed topography (figure 1; see also
Raymond and Weertman 1990), which would allow more lateral
spreading near the base than would be possible on a flatter bed.
Whatever the explanation, the implied age vs. depth is substan-
tially different from that normally expected at a flow divide.

We carried out reconnaissance measurements around a local
ice summit (7r 5232" S 747 33'31' W, elevation 580 meters) of
Beethoven Peninsula, Alexander Island. To provide a basis for
planned ice coring on the west side of the Antarctic Peninsula.
Measurements included the following:
• Near surface temperature;
• Firn sampling in pits and hand cores;
• Deployment of markers for strain and accumulation rates; and
• Radio echo profiling for determinization of ice depth.
We report preliminary results from radio echo sounding.

Sounding was done with a light-weight, surface-profiling
impulse radar system based on a battery-powered digital oscillo-
scope and preamplifier for recording. Figure 3 shows results from
a profile across the divide running northward from the summit.
In contrast with Dyer Plateau, the bed is very flat. Ice depth at the
summit is about 618 meters. Surface elevation is about 580 meters.
Of particular interest is the up-warping of the internal layers near
the surface beneath the divide. The pattern may reflect a lower
accumulation rate near the divide in comparison with that on the
flanks. It seems distinct from a theoretical up-warping near the
bed expected on theoretical grounds from the suppression of strain
near a frozen flat bed. Because of the near-surface up-warping,
coring on the summit will provide the advantage of obtaining old-
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Figure 2. Vertical velocity vs. depth. Solid line shows velocity
difference measured relative to the surface converted to absolute
velocity assuming vertical velocity at the surface is equal to the
accumulation rate. Data point show locations of markers in the hole
that were measured both in 1989-1990 and 1991-1992. A data point
on the bed at depth 365 meters reflects zero motion associated with
the expected frozen condition there. Dashes show dynamic velocity
arising from horizontal flow divergence estimated by subtracting
settlement from densification.
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Figure 3. Radio-echo profile across a local divide at 71053'S 74034'
W on the Beethoven Peninsula, Alexander Island. The surface
topographic divide is located at the point of largest depth indicated
by arrow.
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er ice at equivalent depth than on the flanks. A possible disadvan-
tage is that the dome summit may not be representative.
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Possible effect of subglacial
volcanism on changes in the west

antarctic ice sheet
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Rapid changes in the west antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) may
effect future global sea level changes. Hypothesis (Alley and
Whillans 1991) to account for observed changes in the ice streams
of the WAIS (figure la) include variations in the generation and
transport of water and basal debris, and in ice strength, but not
greenhouse warming. Alley and Whillans (1991) note that "the
water responsible for separating the glacier from its bed is pro-
duced by frictional dissipation and geothermal heat," but assume
that changes in geothermal flux would ordinarily be expected to
have slower effects than glaciological parameters. I suggest epi-
sodic subglacial volcanism and geothermal heating may have
significantly greater effects on the WAIS than generally appreci-
ated.

The WAIS flows through the active, largely aseismic West
Antarctic rift system (WS) (figure 2) that defines the subsea level
bed (Bryd Subglacial Basin) of the glacier (LeMasurier 1990;
Behrendt et al. 1991). Various lines of evidence summarized in
Behrendt et al. (1991) indicate high heat flow and shallow as-
thenosphere beneath the extended, weak lithosphere underlying
the West Antarctic rift system (figure 2) and the WAIS. Behrendt
and Cooper (1991) suggest a possible synergistic relation be-
tween Cenozoic tectonism, episodic mountain uplift, and volca-
nismin the West Antarctic rift system and the waxing and waning
of the antarctic ice sheet beginning about earliest Oligocene time.

A few active volcanoes and late Cenozoic volcanic rocks
(figure 2) are exposed throughout the West Antarctic rift system
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Figure 1. Portion of WAIS flowing into the Ross Sea with Ice
and Whliians 1991).

along both flanks. No part of the rift system can be considerec
inactive (LeMasurier 1990; Behrendt et al. 1991). Short-wave-
length, high-amplitude anomalies (figure ib) observed on widely
spaced aeromagnetic profiles collected in the 1960s (Behrendt
1964) occur over exposed volcanoes, and over the ice streams and
their catchment areas. These latter anomalies, whose sources
were calculated to be at or near the base of the ice sheet, have also
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